Diagnostic accuracy of peripheral blood Kisspeptin mRNA and plasma CA125 protein for detection of epithelial ovarian cancer in patients who have ever been pregnant.
To evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of peripheral blood kisspeptin (KISS1) mRNA and plasma cancer antigen 125 (CA125) protein of epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) in previously pregnant patients, we prospectively enrolled 40 EOC patients as cases and 20 uterine fibroids patients with normal ovary as controls. Levels of peripheral blood KISS1 mRNA and plasma CA125 protein was respectively measured by RT-PCR and electrochemiluminescent method, respectively. Receiver operating characteristic curves with area under curve (AUC) were used to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy. Logistic regression analysis was used to obtain a prediction model for combined diagnosis of KISS1 mRNA and CA125 protein. Both KISS1 mRNA and CA125 protein and had good diagnostic accuracy for EOC, early EOC and advanced EOC (AUC > 0.5, P < 0.05). The CA125 protein had higher diagnostic accuracy than KISS1 mRNA for advanced EOC (P = 0.0009). Moreover, the combination of KISS1 mRNA and CA125 protein had higher diagnostic accuracy for EOC than them alone (P 0.05). Peripheral blood KISS1 mRNA was a novel biomarker for detecting EOC in previously pregnant patients. Combination application of KISS1 mRNA and CA125 protein was recommended for the diagnosis of EOC, but not for advanced and early EOC.